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Product overview:
The „CAN-MINI-DATENLOGGER II“ is the enhanced version of the well known „CAN-MINI-DATENLOGGER I“. It
is an extremely robust and compact device for logging the data transfer of CAN bus systems, featuring 16 MByte of nonvolatile memory and a USB interface for configuring the logger and downloading the stored data.
The professional version offers not only an offline logging mode but also an online tracing capability using the PSTVisualyser. This makes the device a CAN logger and CAN tracer in one unit.
The CAN-MINI-DATENLOGGER family has been designed to meet the demands of mobile data logging according to
automotive specifications. It features an extreme low power consumption with automatic power down and wakeup
functionality combined with a high storage capacity and easy handling.
A time stamp with a resolution of 100us can be added to each CAN frame to analyse the timing on the CAN bus. To
detect and store external events the logger is equipped with one additional digital and one analog input to record event
markers or analog measurement data that will be stored synchronously to the incoming CAN data.
The „CAN-MINI-DATENLOGGER II“ features up to 8 configurable hardware based ID filters thus giving the possibility
to only store relevant telegrams in the loggers data memory.
Thanks to it’s revolutionary power supply concept the data logger is less sensitive to temporarily supply voltage drops as
they occur e.g. during the cranking phase of engines. There is no data loss in case of sudden power supply switch off as in
other flash based systems.

Highlights:
Configurable CAN-Baudrate up to 1MBaud

Low profile and low weight

Sampling point, SJW, BTL configurable

Extrem robust design with aluminium housing

Supports Standard- and Extended IDs

Visualisation of operating modes by LEDs

Frame time stamps with 100us resolution

Very low power consumption

Detecting and logging of errors on the CAN bus

Automatic "power down" function

8 configurable hardware ID filter

Wakeup by CAN supported

16 Mbyte nonvolatile data memory

Startup within milli seconds

10Bit ADC-Input, configurable for logging and
threshhold supervising

Additional input to set marker for external event

Memory organisation: linear / ring buffer

Unique device ID for each unit

Configuration and data download via USB 1.1

Extended supply voltage range up to 24V

Firmware update via USB possible

Extended temperature range -20...+85°C

Online Trace (Option)

Developed and manufactured in Germany

Online/Offline data visualysation (PST-Visualyser)

Fullfills e1 regulations

Wide range of configuration options

Applications:
Continuous logging of CAN frames on vehicles, air
planes, ships or in industry
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Fully automatic CAN data logging
Long term logging of selected frames and errors
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Online/Offline Visualisation (Option)
data file

Technical data:
Power supply:
Power consumption:
CAN baudrate:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Temperature range:
Memory capacity:

CAN-MDL-II_1.0_E

Options:
7...24Vdc
< 0,20W (normal operation)
< 0,01W (standby)
up to 1MBaud
60 * 34 * 16 mm
40g
-20°C ..... +85°CD
16 MByte

Online trace option including PST-Visualyser
Dynamic Link Library

Accessories:
CAN cable with power supply connector
Vehicle power supply adaptor
Push button cable to manually set markers
Customer specific firmware on request
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